Speech-Language Pathologist (SLP) – Clinic-based

*We love what we do!*

Sum of Learning is expanding our multi-disciplinary services and seeking a Speech-Language Pathologist to join our ABA clinic in Bellevue, WA. We are looking for an experienced full time Speech-Language Pathologist who shares our core values of embracing individual differences through effective, efficient teaching approaches and enjoyable, engaging activities.

**Responsibilities:**
- Conduct speech and language evaluations
- Develop and implement individualized treatment plans for clients using evidence-based practice
- Conduct assistive technology evaluations
- Lead or assist in the procurement, ongoing programming, and maintenance of AAC systems
- Provide support and training to caregivers about various speech and language techniques and strategies
- Collect data and regularly assess effectiveness of treatment and evaluate progress
- Complete all documentation (e.g., SOAP notes, reports) required by payors or insurance parties within the required timeframe
- Collaborate and consult with peers in other disciplines within the company for clients who are seen for multiple services
- Attend IEP and multi-disciplinary meetings
- Manage caseload responsibilities and ensure local, state, and federal compliance requirements are met

**Education, Experience, and Qualifications:**
- Master’s degree in Speech Language Pathology from an accredited program
- Valid Washington State professional license
- 3 or more years of experience with a strong background in clinical treatment of individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorders and feeding disorders
- Experience working with culturally and linguistically diverse individuals and families
- Experience working with ABA providers preferred
- Knowledge of behavioral management techniques
- Has experience with and understands insurance billing of speech services
- Able to be highly collaborative, team-oriented, and customer service driven
- We would also consider a strong candidate with great leadership and management skills for a more comprehensive role in the growth of Sum of Learning speech services

If this sounds like an environment that will support your professional development, we would love to hear from you! Connect with us by submitting your resume/cover letter to career@sumoflearning.com and visit our website to learn more at www.sumoflearning.com.

*Sum of Learning is an Equal Opportunity Employer and we celebrate diversity and inclusive practices. We do not discriminate based on race, color, religion, sex (including pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression), national origin, age, ethnicity, marital status, veteran status, genetic information, sensory, physical or mental disability or on any other basis prohibited by federal, state, or local law. All employment decisions are based on merit and business need.*